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Multipair cables are carefully constructed to control the coupling be-

tween wire pairs to prevent excessive crosstalk. Several types of coupling

modes exist between pairs, but the principal effort is devoted to controlling

the "metallic-to-metallic" coupling mode because the coupling loss in this

path is the most important in ordinary telephonic use of the cable. Over a

half-century ago, Campbell showed that crosstalk behavior of this mode

could, be characterized by measuring a simple function called, capacitance

unbalance. This paper shows that at voice frequencies the crosstalk charac-

teristics of the "longitudinal-to-metallic" mode can be predicted by

measuring a second similar function of the same parameters that are con-

tained in the capacitance unbalance. With the aid of these two functions,

it is shown how the longitudinal balance of terminal equipment connected

to a cable pair affects crosstalk. It is further shown that a longitudinal

balance of approximately 40 dB or more is necessary for any station or

terminal equipment used in the telephone network so that it will not

significantly increase the small amounts of crosstalk inherent in the careful

cable design. Also, a limitation is established for the maximum longitudinal

voltages at voice frequency that can be applied without noticeably increasing

crosstalk and noise in other cable pairs. This limitation is approximately

40 dB more restrictive than the tariff limitations for metallic voltages.

I. INTRODUCTION

A multipair cable consists of many insulated but unshielded con-

ductors within a protective conducting sheath. The individual con-

ductors are used to form circuits. In one configuration, called a metallic

circuit, two conductors are paired and form the circuit. Signals are

applied between them. This is called metallic excitation of the circuit,

and the signal is said to propagate in the metallic mode. In another

configuration, called a longitudinal circuit, two conductors are paral-
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leled and these, plus the conducting cable sheath, form the circuit.

Signals are applied between the paralleled conductors and the conduct-

ing cable sheath, which is grounded. This is called longitudinal excita-

tion of the circuit, and the signal is said to propagate in the longitudinal

mode. It is also possible for one wire pair to be used for both circuits

simultaneously and, consequently, for one wire pair to be simultan-

eously excited in the metallic and longitudinal modes of propagation.

This happens when the terminal equipment is longitudinally un-

balanced, as will be explained.

Because the conductors are not shielded and are in close proximity

to each other, electromagnetic fields generated by current flowing

through the conductors cause energy to be coupled from one circuit

to another. This is called crosstalk and is undesirable, since it may
cause noise in other circuits that can impair the performance of digital

and analog systems, or even be intelligible speech that is overheard

and leads to loss of privacy.

Crosstalk cannot be eliminated, but several things can be done to

reduce it, that is, to increase the crosstalk loss between circuits. First,

metallic circuits are used rather than longitudinal circuits, because it

was found by experience that the crosstalk loss between two metallic

circuits is generally greater than the loss between two longitudinal

circuits or between a longitudinal and a metallic circuit. Second, ad-

jacent conductors are paired and often twisted and are used for the

metallic circuits because they are less susceptible to inductive noise

and the crosstalk loss between twisted pairs is generally greater than

between nontwisted pairs. Twisting reduces crosstalk by assuring that

each pair of the cable is exposed to opposing couplings by transposing

its conductors relative to the disturbing pair. Third, the terminal

equipment at both ends of a pair should be longitudinally balanced,

i.e., have impedance symmetry with respect to ground, because longi-

tudinal imbalance has the effect of producing longitudinal excitation

which consequently can increase crosstalk. Finally, the cable pairs are

also constructed to have longitudinal impedance symmetry for the

same reason.

Since metallic circuits are usually used, and both cables and terminal

equipment are usually constructed to be longitudinally balanced, most

crosstalk studies to date have concentrated on what is called metallic-

to-metallic crosstalk, i.e., crosstalk between balanced metallic circuits.

Much less is known analytically about the crosstalk loss between

longitudinal circuits or between a longitudinal and a metallic circuit.

For example, to explain crosstalk between balanced metallic circuits,

Campbell 1 assumed that all circuits within a cable were longitudinally
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symmetrical, that the pairs were excited metallically, and that, con-

sequently, the applied metallic signal would not excite any longitudinal

voltage in the disturbing or disturbed pairs. Thus, crosstalk would be

due to cable characteristics alone. Campbell was then able to show
that crosstalk at low or voice frequencies, where inductive coupling is

negligible, was very nearly proportional to the capacitance unbalance,

which is a function of the four interwire capacitances between two
cable pairs, and is now used as a measure of quality of a cable with

regard to crosstalk performance.

In another study, Foschini2 developed an accurate transmission

model of cable systems for computing crosstalk which is an extension

of Campbell's work. He too assumed longitudinal symmetry and
showed that crosstalk coupling losses between metallic circuits can be

predicted quite accurately from Campbell's capacitance unbalance. Al-

though his results are valuable in the study of crosstalk for the metallic

mode of propagation, they, as well as Campbell's results, do not con-

sider the effects of terminal imbalance on crosstalk loss.

The objectives of this paper are to extend the results of Campbell

and Foschini by first removing the constraints of metallic circuits,

terminal balance, and pair symmetry; and to construct a model to

permit calculating the crosstalk loss between pairs as a function of

terminal balance and pair symmetry. The model is used to show why
terminal imbalance can greatly increase crosstalk by causing longi-

tudinal excitation of a cable pair and, consequently, why limitations

must be imposed on the longitudinal balance of terminal equipment
and on the direct application of longitudinal signals. These objectives

are accomplished by showing, through numerical solutions and ex-

perimental results, that longitudinal excitation couples energy into

adjacent wire pairs with much less loss than does metallic excitation.

The paper is divided into four sections. First, the important results

on longitudinal balance and longitudinal voltage restrictions are given.

Next, the model of crosstalk between two wire pairs in a cable is

analyzed using transmission line equations. This model is used to

derive a new set of crosstalk coupling coefficients that can be used to

relate the crosstalk loss between two metallic circuits, a longitudinal

and a metallic circuit, and two longitudinal circuits. Third, average

values for these coupling coefficients for a typical cable are obtained,

derived from measured characteristics. Using the coupling coefficients

the predicted increase in crosstalk resulting from longitudinal excita-

tion is compared with direct measurements of the increase made on
another cable. Finally, restrictions on longitudinal balance and longi-

tudinal voltages are established.
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II. RESULTS

2.1 Requirement on longitudinal balance

For application to crosstalk performance, it is appropriate to define

a longitudinal balance* of terminal equipment as

eM (S)BALM-l(/) = 20 login
eUf)

where eL is the longitudinal voltage produced when a metallic voltage

eM is applied at any frequency /. The subscript "m — l" means the

conversion from a metallically applied voltage to a longitudinal voltage.

This paper shows that a balance of approximately 40 dB or more in

the voice frequency region is required for any terminal device to ensure

that the level of crosstalk that already exists in the network will not

be significantly increased. This requirement is based on measurements

of the near-end crosstalk at 1000 Hz of cable with a balanced and

unbalanced termination. It is assumed that any metallic signal applied

to the telephone network does not exceed the power level specified in

Ref. 3. Longitudinal and metallic voltages are defined in Section 3.3.

2.2 Restriction of longitudinally applied voltages

Crosstalk coupling losses decrease with increasing frequency and

hence voltage restrictions are frequency dependent. Figure 1 shows

the limitations on applied longitudinal voltages established so as to

increase the crosstalk energy already present in the telephone network

by no more than about 1 dB.

2.3 Derivation of crosstalk coupling coefficients

Three new capacitive coupling coefficients have been derived that

can be used with a simple but reliable computation method to predict

the degradation in crosstalk performance for a particular cable when

any of its terminations are unbalanced. These coefficients are given in

Table I. The coefficients are defined in eqs. (10) to (13), and the

interpair capacitances given in the formulas are the capacitances be-

tween the pairs shown in Fig. 2.

III. COUPLING BETWEEN TWO WIRE PAIRS IN A CABLE

3.1 Transmission line model

Figure 2 models two wire pairs within a cable of length I. The follow-

ing assumptions about a cable are made to construct this model

:

* A second type of balance for noise immunity purposes is a separate but important

consideration for good telephone network performance. It is defined in Section 4.2.

However, crosstalk does not enter into establishing its restrictions.
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(i) The impedance and admittance per unit length of each wire

pair, the admittances to ground per unit length, etc., are

constant.

(it) The conductance to ground and between wire pairs is negligible,

i.e., the admittances are purely capacitive.

(Hi) The inductive coupling between pairs is negligible at voice

frequencies.

(iv) The impedances per unit length of all wire pairs are equal.

Let the admittances per unit length between the two circuits be Yu,
Y2 3, Y2i, and Yu connected between conductors 1 and 3, 3 and 2, 2 and

4, and 4 and 1, respectively, where conductors 1-2 form one twisted

wire pair and 3-4 form the other pair. The impedances per unit length

of the four wires are Z\, Z 2 , Z 3 , and Z4 and the admittances of wires

to ground are Y lg , Y2g , Y3g , and Yig . The admittances per unit length

of the wire pairs are Y i2 and F34, and the voltages and currents are

labeled in the figure.

Consider a differential section of the model of length Ax-. It is readily

seen that the following eight current-voltage relationships hold for

this differential section

:

Vi(x + Ax) = Vi(x) - Ii(x)Z1Ax (la)

V2 (x + Ax) = V2 (x) - I2 (x)Z2Ax (lb)

V 3 (x + Ax) = V3 (x) - I3 (x)Z 3Ax (lc)

V*(x + A.r) - Vi(x) - Ii(x)ZALx (Id)

h(x + A.r) = h(x) - \Vx(x) - V2{x))Y 12Ax
-Vl(x)Yl0Ax - [V&) - V3(x)}Y 13Ax

-{V1(x)-V^(x)}YliAx (le)

h(x + Ax) = I 2 (x) - \V2 (x) - V 1 (x)}Y l2Ax
-V2(x)Y2gAx - [V2 (x) - V3 (x)}Y23Ax

~{V 2 (x) - Vi (x)}Y2iAx (If)

h(x + Ax) = Is(x) - \V3 (x) - VA(x)\Y„Ax
-V3(x)Y 3gAx - \V3 (x) - V2(x)\Y23Ax

-{V3(x)~ V1(x)}Y13Ax (lg)

/,(.!• + Ax) - h(x) - lF4 (.r) - V3 (x)\Y3iAx
-V*(x)YiaAx - [Vt(x) - V2(x)}Y2iAx

-{VA(x)-V1(x)\YliAx. (lh)

Dividing through by Ax, taking the limit as A.r approaches zero and
recognizing the definition of the derivative, using assumption 3, and
writing the resulting eight equations in matrix form, we obtain eq. (2).
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Fig. 1—Longitudinal signal limitations.
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3.2 Transmission line equations

Equation (2) above can be written in matrix notation as

where

V =

Vt(x)

Vi(x)

V»(x)

V*(x)

z =

dV
dx

== -ZI

dl

dx
- -YV,

\
Zl

Z2

z3

z,

"/l(*)l

, 1 =
h(x)

h(x)

M*)}

Table I
— Average crosstalk coupling coefficients

for a multipair cable

(3a)

(3b)

Coefficient
Average

Magnitude
(picofarads)

Formula

CliLi

7.5

65.2

64.0

9076.0

Cl3 ~ C\i — Coj + Cu
2|Cl3 + Cu — C22 — C2*\

2 j C 13 — C14 + dz — Cu\
4|C 13 + C,4 + C 2 3 + C24)
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are the voltage, impedance, and current matrices, respectively, and,

using assumption (ii),

Y=jo>

C Iff ~T" W2 Cl2 C13 C14

~t~Ci3 -j- Cu
C12 Ci g "T C12

+C23 + C24

C23 — C24

-d» ^23 C30 + C34 — C34

+ C13 + C2 3

C\\ C24 + C34

14 + C

is the admittance matrix. Equations (3a) and (3b) are basic transmis-

sion line equations describing the voltage-current relationships be-

tween wire pairs. We will use them to calculate crosstalk coupling

between wire pairs. They are more conveniently written as a matrix

differential equation

:

dx[i\'- [y oJl/J'
(4)

where O is a 4 X 4 null matrix. The solution of eq. (4) is straight-

forward and is discussed in Appendix A.

3.3 Crosstalk coefficients for various coupling modes

Since there is negligible inductive coupling at voice frequencies, the

insight to crosstalk coupling can be obtained from the transmission

line equations involving the admittance matrix only. Rewriting eq.

(3b) explicitly, we have

dh/dx^ C\g + ClJ

+C» + Cu
-c ls -Cu -Cm

1
rw

dh/dx -Cn C20 + C12

+ C2J + C24

-C23 -Cu v t

dh/dx
= -ju>

-Cn -Ctz Cig + Cu
+Ci, + c«

-Cu v,

dIA/dx -Cu -C,4 -c„ Cig + Cu
-\-Cu + C24

v.

(5)

It is clear from eq. (5) that coupling between wire pairs 1-2 and 3-4

could not possibly occur if the four interpair capacitances Cu, Cu,
C23, and C24 were all zero regardless of the longitudinal imbalance at

the terminations. Furthermore, inspection of eq. (5) shows that the
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coupling between the wire pairs is some function of these four inter-

wire capacitances. This is seen by observing the contributions to dli/dx

and dh/dx from V3 and 74) and the contributions to dl3/dx and

dh/dx from Vi and V2 .

The insight needed to understand why longitudinal excitation and

longitudinally unbalanced terminations increase crosstalk is obtained

when eq. (5) is transformed and expressed in terms of the longitudinal

and metallic voltages and currents, rather than in terms of the con-

ductor currents and conductor-to-ground voltages. This transforma-

tion is easily made because the longitudinal and metallic voltages and

currents are linearly related to the conductor voltages and currents.

If wire pair 1-2 is now denoted as circuit one and wire pair 3-4 is

denoted as circuit two, then the metallic voltages and currents on the

two circuits are defined to be

/i- h

and

Vlm = V 1
- V2 ,

Iim =

Vim = Vz — Vi, Iim =
.,

2

The longitudinal voltages and currents on the two circuits are

Vi + V2

and

V1L =

V2L =
v3 + y4

IlL = h + h

Ul = h + h-

Expressed in matrix form, these eight equations become

v2

Vt

v*.

and

\ 1 0"| \Vim]

\ 1 ViL

h 1 V2M
-* ij [V2LJ

(6)

IlM

IlL

IlM

UttJ

1
2 -\ o 0'

fill

1 1 u
o \

1
2 h

1 1 W
(7)

Now, by using eqs. (6) and (7), eq. (5) can be expressed in terms of
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the longitudinal and metallic voltages and currents as

dliu/dx

dlu./dx

dlut/dx

dIoL/dx)

= -]o>

X

Clg-\~Cl2

+Cl3+C"l4

-Cn

-Cn

—Cu

(h -h O-i

110
\ -\

10 1 1

-C vi

C20+C12

+ C23+C24

-C23

— C-u

-Cn

-C23

Cig+Cu
+c l3+c23

— C34

—Cn

-C24

— C34

C4 +C34

+C.4+C2

\ 1 °1 [Fia/*|

\ 1 vlL

1

2 1 ViM

1

2 1 v2L

J J

(8)

'gii <Zl2 (7l3 9l4l |F1W
;« #21 q-ii ^23 924 F1L

4 #31 ?32 ?33 ?34 F2M
.941 542 043 ?44 F2i

(9)

or, performing the matrix multiplications,

dliM/dx]

dlu/dx
dlmt/dx

[ dliL/dx

where the elements of the 4X4 symmetric matrix Q in eq. (9) are

given in Appendix B.

Much useful information can be obtained by simple inspection of

some elements of Q. First, the derivative of the metallic current in

circuit one due to the metallic voltage in circuit two is proportional

to 913, i.e., the crosstalk coupling loss between the metallic circuits is

directly related to 913. Thus, the coupling between two metallic circuits,

i.e., the metallic-to-metallic coupling, is proportional to

C M 2M !
— <Jl3 — C13 — Cu — C23 T" ^24- (10)

This is the capacitance unbalance term first derived by Campbell 1 and
used today as one measure of cable quality. Referring again to eq. (9),

we see that the derivative of the metallic current in circuit one due

to the longitudinal voltage in circuit two is proportional to qu and that

the derivative of the metallic current in circuit two due to the longi-

tudinal voltage in circuit one is proportional to q 3 o. In other words, the

crosstalk coupling from a longitudinal to a metallic circuit is pro-

portional to

CLaMt
= ~qu = 2(C 13 + Cu ~ C23 - C 24) (11)

or

CLxUt = -qs-i = 2(CH - Cu + C 23 - C 2i). (12)
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The subscript L2M t means "from the longitudinal mode in circuit

two to the metallic mode in circuit one." Also, we can readily see that

the derivative of longitudinal current in circuit one resulting from the

longitudinal voltage in circuit two is proportional to qu. In other words,

the crosstalk coupling between two longitudinal circuits is proportional

to

CLiLl = -g2 4 = 4(C„ + Cu + C 2S + C 24). (13)

Using these four coupling coefficients, it is now possible to compare

the difference in crosstalk loss between two metallic circuits, a longi-

tudinal and a metallic circuit, and two longitudinal circuits. This com-

parison was made for one cable and the results are discussed in the

next section.

3.4 Comparison of crosstalk using the coupling coefficients

One good feature of the four coupling coefficients given in eqs. (10)

through (13) is that they are easily measured. Hence, they provide a

simple method for comparing the difference in crosstalk between two

metallic circuits, a longitudinal and a metallic circuit, and two longi-

tudinal circuits. To make such a comparison, it is necessary to have

data on the interwire capacitances, C13 , Cu , C23, and Cu, for real cable.

Such measurements were made in 1968 on a 22-gauge, pulp-insulated

cable manufactured by Western Electric. These measurements were

made on many different 50-pair binder groups.* The data on inter-

wire capacitances were taken for random samples out of the 1225

possible sets1" of interwire pair combinations within each binder group.

Using these data, the average value of the four coupling coefficients

were calculated and are given in Table I. These show that, on the

average, the coupling between two metallic circuits is significantly

less than the coupling between a longitudinal and a metallic circuit,

and that the coupling between two longitudinal circuits is by far the

greatest. Hence, the fundamental reason ivhy terminal longitudinal

imbalance increases crosstalk is that longitudinal imbalance causes excita-

tion of the longitudinal circuit.

Comparison of the values of the coupling coefficients made so far

does not provide any quantitative estimate of the amount of the

differences in crosstalk losses to be expected. Such an estimate can be

obtained by using the coupling coefficients for individual wire-pair

combinations to construct distributions of 1000-Hz near-end crosstalk

* A binder group is a unit of 12, 16, 20, 25, 50, or 100 twisted wire pairs bound

together within a cable.
T For a 50-wire pair cable there are n(n - l)/2 = 50(49)/2 = 1225 possible two-

wire pair combinations. The sample sizes ranged from 200 to 600 pair combinations.
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loss. This was done for the metallic-to-metallic, longitudinal-to-

metallic, and longitudinal-to-longitudinal crosstalk loss distributions

by using the formula given in Ref. 4,

N t = 20 logio [

>Ct
I. 8 ]•

where C„ is the capacitance unbalance, i.e., Cm
2mv Cl2mv or Cl

2 l v w is

the radian frequency in Hertz, and Z is the characteristic impedance

of 22-gauge pulp. The inductive contribution is neglected. The dis-

tributions are shown in Fig. 3. The rms crosstalk loss corresponds to

that loss which would result in the average crosstalk power in watts.

Consequently, crosstalk power transferred between two circuits with

crosstalk loss equal to the rms value would be the average crosstalk

power. The rms values are 105.2-dB loss between metallic circuits and

99

v
. LONGITUDINAL
\TO METALLIC

\ LONGITUDINAL TO
. LONGITUDINAL

\

\

RMS = 83.9

\, RMS = 49.2

\
\

\

I

I

I I

100 90 80 70 60 50

CROSSTALK COUPLING LOSS IN DECIBELS

Fig. 3—Computed 1000-Hz near-end crosstalk based on the interwire capacitances
of 416 pair combinations of 1319 ft of 22-gauge pulp cable.
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only 83.9-dB loss between a longitudinal and a metallic circuit. Hence,

the new coefficient Ch tUi predicts that longitudinal excitation of a

wire pair in the cable measured causes 21.3 dB (105.2 — 83.9) more

average crosstalk power in a metallic circuit than metallic excitation.

Similarly, the rms loss between two longitudinal circuits, predicted by

CLilv is 49.2 dB, which is 56 dB (105.2—49.2) less than the metallic-

to-metallic loss. These results are compared in Section 3.6 to crosstalk

loss measurements made on another cable. In Section 3.5, these re-

sults are compared to results obtained from computer solution of the

transmission line equations (9), i.e., by simulation of the cable.

3.5 Numerical solutions

A second, more difficult method of calculating the crosstalk between

the various modes is direct solution of the transmission line equations

on a computer with an appropriate set of boundary conditions.

A computer program has been written to solve these equations that

simulates a cable of the same length and identical characteristics of

the Western Electric cable used to obtain the coupling coefficients.

Two conditions of interest were simulated on the computer. First,

metallic excitation by a balanced 1000-Hz signal generator in series

with a 600-ohm resistance was applied to a pair, denoted the disturbing

pair, and all other pairs were terminated metallically with 600-ohm

resistors from tip to ring. Second, the same conditions applied except

one wire of the disturbing pair was grounded. This resulted in a deg-

radation of 14.5 dB in the rms value of the balanced near-end cross-

talk loss distribution.

To compare the degradation in crosstalk obtained by the two

methods, i.e., coupling coefficients versus numerical solutions, it is

necessary to note that grounding a wire connected to a signal generator

produces a longitudinal voltage that is one-half the value of the applied

metallic voltage. This follows directly from the definitions of longi-

tudinal and metallic voltages in terms of the voltage from each wire

pair conductor to ground, eq. (6) with V2 = 0. Hence, an approximate

6-dB adjustment must be made when using the longitudinal-to-metallic

coupling coefficients CLim2
and Cl,mv which predict a 15.3-dB deg-

radation in the near-end rms crosstalk loss at 1000 Hz due to ground-

ing, as compared to 14.5 dB predicted by the numerical computation.

This good agreement suggests that the new capacitive coupling coeffi-

cients do provide a simple but reliable method of predicting the

degradation in crosstalk performance for a particular cable when its

terminations are unbalanced.
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3.6 Comparison with measured data

In 1962, measurements of the degradation of near-end crosstalk loss

caused by grounding one conductor of the disturbing or disturbed pairs

on randomly selected pair combinations in a 7500-ft length of a 22-

gauge multipair pulp-insulated exchange grade trunk cable were made
by Bell Laboratories. This was a real working cable between Oceanside

and Vista, California. All load coils in the section under test here were

first removed and the cable ends spliced. The results of these measure-

ments are shown in Fig. 4. The results reveal, at 940 Hz,* a degradation

of about 19.4 dB in the near-end rms crosstalk loss when a ground

was applied to one wire of either the disturbing or the disturbed pairs.

Since grounding one conductor causes a longitudinal voltage excita-

tion that is one-half the metallic voltage, a 6-dB numerical adjust-

ment was made on the measurements to predict that the rms cross-

talk loss between a longitudinal and a metallic circuit is 25.4 dB worse

than the rms loss between metallic circuits. This is compared to 21.3 dB
obtained using the coupling coefficients for the cable discussed in the

previous section. This 4.1-dB difference may be due to the fact that

the two cables were not the same, each having different value parame-

ters characterizing them as well as different lengths.

When one conductor of both disturbing and disturbed pairs were

grounded, the measured rms crosstalk loss was 32.6 dB, as shown in

Fig. 4. This is the loss between the two longitudinal circuits1" and, as

can be seen, it is 61.5 dB less than this rms loss between the metallic

circuits. This measured difference compares favorably to the calculated

difference of 56 dB as shown in Fig. 3. The 5.5-dB difference may be

due to cable differences. In conclusion, direct crosstalk measurements

on another cable substantially support the analytical method for

calculating crosstalk using the coupling coefficients or computer

simulations.

3.7 Metallic-to-longitudinal conversion because o/ wire pair imbalance

So far, we have analyzed the effect of direct longitudinal excitation

of wire pairs on crosstalk between pairs. This excitation results when
longitudinally unbalanced terminations are used. However, now we
discuss how longitudinal excitation can also result because of "pair

longitudinal imbalance," which is defined as any lack of symmetry

* 940 Hz is close enough to 1000 Hz to permit direct comparison with calculated

results.

* Referring to the definitions of longitudinal and metallic voltages, it is simple to

show that the coupling loss for the longitudinal-to-kmgitudinal mode is the same as

for both pairs grounded.
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in the wire pairs with respect to ground or with respect to each other.

Such asymmetry can cause part of the metallic signal to be converted

to a longitudinal excitation even when there is perfect longitudinal

balance at the terminations.

To understand the causes of wire pair longitudinal imbalance,

again refer to eq. (9). Perfect pair balance is the condition that exists

whenever a metallic signal does not excite the longitudinal modes in

either the disturbing or disturbed wire pair. This requirement can be

met if and only if

#21 = ?23 = #41 = 943 = 0.

These last four conditions are satisfied if

Cl0 = C2o (14a)

C3o
= Ci0 (14b)

CM = C23 (14c)

C,a = C 24 . (14d)

Equations (14a) and (14b) are necessary since, for example, if Cla

were not equal to C2g , there would be a lack of longitudinal symmetry

in wire pair one even if the terminations were all perfectly balanced.

Equations (14c) and (14d) imply that equal and opposite currents are

coupled (metallic-to-metallic crosstalk) from each of the wires in the

disturbing pair to the disturbed pair preserving the pair symmetry.

In other words, if the conditions of eqs. (14) are met and all the

terminations are balanced, then all the currents are strictly confined

to the metallic circuits. This is not to say that crosstalk cannot occur.

It means that only one of the three kinds of coupling can occur, i.e.,

from metallic circuit to metallic circuit. In fact, the crosstalk will then

be proportional to Campbell's capacitance unbalance expression which

simplifies to

Cjr.iT, = Cu + C24 - Cu ~ C23 = 2(CM - C14). (15)

Cable data reveal that the capacitances to ground for wire pairs are

nearly equal, their differences on the average being less than 2 percent

of their magnitude. The percent differences in the interwire capaci-

tances are larger (e.g., 10 percent), but they are much smaller than

the capacitances to ground. This suggests that metallic-to-longitudinal

conversion of signals due to the cable characteristics alone is small.

Computer simulation of wire pairs, using eq. (9) and assuming balanced

terminations, supports this suggestion. To put it another way, the

high quality of manufactured multipair cable used in the Bell System

ensures excellent pair longitudinal balance. The small imbalance in
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CROSSTALK COUPLING LOSS IN DECIBELS

Fig. 4—940 cycles near-end crosstalk coupling loss measured on 60 pair combina-
tions within a Sl-paii unit of a DSAC-202 cable (cable length 7500 ft). All grounds
are applied at measure end.

the pairs is rarely a significant factor in the contribution to longi-

tudinal voltages that degrade crosstalk. Substantial conversion to

longitudinal modes does occur when there is imbalance at the termina-

tions, as revealed by our analysis and, consequently, it is necessary to

place limits on permissible terminal longitudinal imbalance.

IV. LONGITUDINAL BALANCE REQUIREMENTS

Crosstalk energy can reach the metallic mode in the disturbed circuit,

circuit two, from an applied metallic signal in the disturbing pair,

circuit one, in three different ways.

(i) Direct coupling from a metallic signal in circuit one to a

metallic disturbance in circuit two.

(ii) Conversion of the metallic signal of circuit one to a longi-

tudinal signal in circuit one because of an unbalanced
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termination* in that circuit, then coupling of the longitudinal

signal in circuit one to a metallic disturbance in circuit two.

(Hi) Conversion of the metallic signal in circuit one to a longi-

tudinal signal in circuit one because of an unbalanced termina-

tion, coupling of the longitudinal signal in circuit one to a

longitudinal signal in circuit two, and, finally, conversion of

the longitudinal signal of circuit two back to a metallic dis-

turbance in circuit two due to an unbalanced termination on

circuit two.

The crosstalk described in (i) above is independent of the imbalance

at the terminations. It is the result of the capacitance unbalance Cj£
tMt

between the individual wire pairs and there is little more that can

practically be done to circuits to reduce it. The important thing is to

make sure that any equipment that is connected at the terminations of the

cable does not degrade the low levels of crosstalk that currently exist by

introducing longitudinal excitations.

4.1 Longitudinal balance requirement

The data on the vulnerability of cable to longitudinal imbalance

have been obtained by measurements made on two different cables.1

Measurements on the cable in California, with the 6-dB numerical

adjustment, revealed that longitudinal signals, on the average, cross-

talk into adjacent wire pairs with 25.4-dB less coupling loss for that

cable than do metallic signals. The data on the Western Electric reel

of cable, used in the newly derived capacitance unbalance formulas,

showed 21.3-dB less coupling loss for longitudinal signals.

The definition of longitudinal balance, for application to crosstalk

performance, is repeated

:

eM (f)BALM_L (/) = 20 log 10
eiAf)

where e L is the longitudinal voltage produced when a metallic voltage

eM is applied at any frequency /. The measurements made on the

cable in California establish the more stringent longitudinal balance

requirement, and it shall therefore be assumed that rms longitudinal-

to-metallic crosstalk loss is 25 dB less than metallic-to-metallic cross-

* Conversion because of imbalance in the cable itself can be neglected, as discussed

in Section 3.7.
f Subsequent to the beginning of this investigation, measurements on the vulner-

ability of one other cable to crosstalk because of longitudinal imbalance have been

made. These measurements do not alter the conclusions reached by using the data

on the first two cables only.
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talk loss. This implies that, if a network which is sending a metallic

signal has a balance of about 25 dB, the longitudinal signal developed

because of this imbalance may contribute the same amount of cross-

talk power to nearby cable pairs as the direct metallic signal applied

to it. It is not known exactly how the two components of the crosstalk

produced by metallic and longitudinal signals will add, that is, on a

voltage basis, a power basis, or somewhere in between. However, a

longitudinal signal developed because of imbalance is likely to be

correlated to the metallic signal causing it. Hence, it will be assumed
that the signals add approximately on a voltage basis.

What is needed is a balance such that the contribution to crosstalk

power because of imbalance is small compared to the crosstalk that

exists when a metallic signal is applied. For illustrative purposes, it is

assumed that an increase of 1.0 dB is not too noticeable and is thus a

permissible contribution. In Fig. 5, which shows how two voltages

expressed in dB are added, it is seen that, in order for the power in a

signal to be increased by no more than 1.0 dB because of the presence

of a second signal, the voltage difference must be over 17 dB. Thus, a

longitudinal balance of approximately 42 dB is required (we will use

40 dB) to ensure that crosstalk is increased by no more than this

amount, due to the longitudinal-to-metallic coupling path, type (it),

described at the beginning of Section IV.

We now show that the crosstalk resulting from the coupling path

described as type (Hi) is less severe and has no bearing in determining

the balance requirement. To do this requires discussing a second

measure of balance, that known as longitudinal-to-metallic balance.

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO VOLTAGES IN DECIBELS

Fig. f)—Sum of two voltages expressed in decibels.
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4.2 Longitudinal-to-metallic balance

In addition to the possibility of severely degrading the crosstalk

levels already occurring in the telephone network, there is a second

important reason why high longitudinal balance at the terminations

must be maintained. This is to reduce the metallic noise resulting from

power line induction. Here, the disturbing signals are longitudinal in

nature and, to assure good performance of the user's circuit, the con-

version loss from a longitudinal noise signal on his circuit to a metallic

signal on his circuit must be large. A measure of this conversion loss,

defined as longitudinal-to-metallic balance, is

:

BALL_M (/) = 20 1og 10

eL(f)

e«(f)

where eL is the applied longitudinal voltage source and eM is the result-

ing metallic signal. The balance subscript "l — m" means a conver-

sion from an applied longitudinal signal to a metallic signal. It is im-

portant to note that the two measures of balance, BALm-l and

BALl-m, are not equal, i.e., reciprocity does not necessarily apply.

Moreover, they are not necessarily correlated.

Generally, to assure good performance, the minimum balance

BALl-m of a termination is well in excess of 40 dB over the voiceband.

Consequently, we use 40 dB as a lower bound on the BALL-m of

terminations, keeping in mind that this in no way establishes 40 dB

as the necessary performance minimum. Discussion of that topic is

outside the scope of this paper.

Using the assumed minimum bound on BALL-m = 40 dB of termi-

nations on the disturbed circuit, it is now shown that the crosstalk

coupling loss path (m) is at least 20 dB less than the metallic-to-

metallic path and, hence, is not a factor. It is also assumed that the

balance BALm-l of the terminations on the disturbing circuit is 40 dB,

determined from the crosstalk requirement because of the coupling

path of type («'). Now, since there is approximately 60 dB less cross-

talk loss between two longitudinal circuits than between two metallic

circuits, the difference in the losses between type («') and type (m)

paths is BALm-l (disturbing circuit) -60 dB + BAL L-m (disturbed

circuit), or at least 20 dB.

V. REQUIREMENTS ON LONGITUDINALLY APPLIED SIGNALS

So far, we have considered how longitudinally unbalanced termina-

tions can cause increased crosstalk, because they longitudinally excite

a wire pair. We have recognized that it is this longitudinal excitation

that is the fundamental cause of the increased crosstalk, and we have
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recommended a metallic-to-longitudinal balance, BALm-l, limit for

termination of 40-dB minimum to restrict the amount of longitudinal

excitation produced. However, it is also possible to longitudinally ex-

cite wire pairs directly from a voltage source connected between the

tip and ring of a wire pair and the cable sheath, or ground. Such direct

excitation must also be limited, because it too causes crosstalk in a

disturbed metallic circuit in two ways

:

(t) Direct coupling from the longitudinal mode in circuit one to the

metallic mode in circuit two.

(it) Coupling of the longitudinal mode in circuit one to the longi-

tudinal mode in circuit two and conversion of energy in the

longitudinal mode of circuit two to the metallic mode in circuit

two because of an unbalanced termination in circuit two.

Since the effect of directly applying longitudinal signals is the same

as longitudinal signals arising from metallic-to-longitudinal imbalance,

and since the rms crosstalk loss for this type of signal is on the average

25 dB less than metallic signals, longitudinal voltage limits should be

40 dB more restrictive than metallic voltage limits. Figure 1 shows

the restriction on longitudinally applied voltages as a function of

frequency. It is based on the restrictions already placed on metallic

voltages determined by a previous study at Bell Laboratories* and

the 40-dB restriction determined here.

VI. SUMMARY

The following has been accomplished in this paper

:

(i) Three new capacitive coupling coefficients have been derived

that provide a simple but reliable method of predicting the

degradation in crosstalk performance for a particular cable

when its terminations are unbalanced.

(it) It has been demonstrated that a metallic-to-longitudinal

balance requirement of 40 dB or more for any terminations

connected into network should not noticeably increase the low

levels of crosstalk that are already present.

(in) A requirement has been established on longitudinally applied

signals that if met should not degrade crosstalk performance.
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APPENDIX A

In eq. (4), let T(x) be an 8 X 1 column matrix where

\V(x) 1

and let A be an 8 X 8 constant matrix (not a function of x),

dT(x)

Then

dx
= -AT.

(16)

(17)

(18)

The solution to this matrix differential equation6
is known to be

T(x) = exp (-An-)T(O).

Since the parameters that characterize the line are independent of x,

it is readily seen by solving eq. (4) that

[£]-*1-PoHK].
where the far-end voltages and currents where x = I are

VFE =

[Vi(D \Ii(D]

v2 (D CFE = h(D
V3 (l)

)
*'*

h(l)

is and currents are

/4(Z).

Tx(0)l \h(oy

V2 (0)
, CNE = h(0)

V»(0) h(0)

Va(0X h(0)\

VNE -

With the eight equations given in (19) and a knowledge of the

boundary relations at the terminations, we can characterize the model

of the system at each point in space (x) by a vector pair of voltages

V(x) and pair currents I(x).

The matrix exponential,

exp -[? i]i
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may be evaluated in closed form. With a closed-form representation,

the voltages and currents can be expressed in closed form and more

complex structures such as spliced cable systems can be simulated.

The way to explicitly determine the matrix exponential is to use the

fact that

O Z
Q = -

Y O

satisfies its own characteristic equation (Cayley-Hamilton Theorem 5
).

Then
7

exp Q = L «aQ a
-

*=o

Replacing Q by a diagonal matrix consisting of the eight eigenvalues

of Q enables us to solve for a,-. However, for fairly short unspliced

cable systems we may use the first few terms in a power series, i.e.,

exp[-Q/] = I-ZQ + ^Q2 ----,

where I is the identity matrix, to accurate^ approximate the matrix

exponential as was done for the cable in the numerical solutions section.

A.1 Boundary conditions

For any two wire pairs within a cable, four sets of current-voltage

relationships exist at the wire terminations. Referring back to Fig. 2,

we define the near end to be the subscriber side of the loop with its

termination where x = 0, and the far end, where x = I, to be the

other termination, possibly a central office. The disturbing pair will

always be designated wire pair 1-2 with a generator of some kind at the

near end, and the disturbed pair will be designated 3-4. Suppose the

generator is two voltage sources each grounded at one end and in

series with an impedance and the remaining terminations consist each

of two complex impedances to ground shown in Fig. 2. Then we have

the eight relations at the boundaries

Fi(0) = VS(l) - ZNE{\, l)/!(0) (20a)

Va (0) = VS(2) - ZNE(2, 2)/2 (0) (20b)

T' 3 (0) = -ZNE(Z,3)Ii(Q) (20c)

74 (0) = -ZNE(4, 4)1,(0) (20d)

7i(0 = ZFE(1, l)h(l) (20e)
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7,(0 = ZFE(2, 2)/2 (/) (20f)

V3 (l) = ZFE(S, 3)/,(Z) (20g)

74 (J) = ZF£(4, 4)/4 (Z), (20h)

which may be written in matrix form as

VNE = -ZNE CNE + VS (21a)

VFE = ZFE Cra, (21b)

where

(ZNE(l, 1)

ZNE =

ZFE =

ZNE{2,2)
ZNE(3, 3)

ZNE(4,4)

\ZFE(l,l)
ZFE{2, 2)

ZFE(S, 3)

ZFE(4,4)

and*

7Sr = [75(1), 7S(2), 0, 0].

We can solve the 16 equations (19) and (21) and determine VNE and

CNE. Now we have the model completely characterized by the vector

pair of voltages V(x) and I(x) via the equation

[J]
= exp{-[£

o]
x
}[SIw]

It should be pointed out that the terminations are not always simple

impedances to ground. For instance, for a second type of termination,

where an ordinary telephone set is connected to a wire pair, tip, and

ring, there is no direct conducting path to ground. If the impedance to

ground from the tip and ring is assumed to be infinite, then we cannot

write a simple impedance matrix relating the current to voltage as in

eqs. (21a) or (21b). As a result, there is a rather tedious but straight-

forward rearrangement of eqs. (19) and (21). Finally, a third type of

termination could be a central office that will also require modification

of the impedance matrix. All three of these types of terminations have

been simulated in computer programs.

* The superscript T means transpose.
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APPENDIX B

The elements of the admittance matrix in eq. (13) are given below.

ffu - [Ci, + C 2a + 4C 12 + C13 + C 14 + C23 + C24 }

9,2 - 92i = 2{(C lg - C2g) + (C« + CM - C23 - C24 )}

9l3 — 931 = — (Cl3 — Cu — C23 + Cii)

Qu = ?4i = — 2(Ci3 -f- Ci4 — C23 — Cii)

922 = 4{(C l0 + C2o) + (Cm + C lt + C23 + C 24 )}

923 = 932 = 2(6 13 C14 + (723 — C24)

924 = 942 = -4(C 18 + C 14 + C23 + C 24)

933 = {C 39 + Cia + 4C 34 + Cu + C 14 + C23 + C24 }

934 — 943 = 2j(C3(,
— Cig) + (C13 — C14 + C23 — C 2 4)

}

944 = 4{(C 3fl + Cig ) + (Cu + Cu + C23 + C2i)\.
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